
CHAPTER V

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation

5.1.1. NodeMCU & PHP Code

 Programming  languages  on  NodeMCU  is  using  C++

language. This program is inputted so that the HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor

works properly and the data can be uploaded to the broker.

Declare pin

                      Declare pin as INPUT/OUTPUT
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Figure5.8. Code NodeMCU
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When the program starts,  the first  to do is read the pin that  has been

declared, then search the internet connection of the SSID and password

have been set.

Figure5.9. Code NodeMCU

After that, the program will read the HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor and

obtains the data from sensor.  When the distance is more than 70, the

buzzer will sound to indicate a warning, then the data from the HC-SR04

ultrasonic sensor to be sent to the broker www.agnosthings.com via API

and an internet connection.
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Figure5.10. Code PHP

Php program here is to create a table of  ultrasonic sensor  data

using  data  structure  arraylist,  the  data  comes from a  broker  and  then

inserted into a txt file. First, create a class that contains set and get to put

and call data.

Figure5.11. Code PHP
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After that, read txt file into the PHP program. The reading of files is

done per row from the first row to the last row, then define the separator

between the columns and make index. Index here using the date by a day,

then data is entered into the node that has been made.

5.2 Testing

After ultrasonic sensors work properly and the data can be read

using  php  the  next  step  is  the  placement  of  the  tool  at  location,  the

following is the placement and the program works.

Figure5.12. Placement at Location

The combined NodeMCU and HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor is placed

on top of the water tank in order to be able to measure the water level.

First  column  is  id,  the  second  column is  the  distance,  the  third

column is date and time of recording
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Figure5.14. Insert Date to Search

Figure5.13. File txt
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Figure5.15. Table PHP From File txt

Figure5.16. Table PHP From File txt
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The first copy data from a broker to a txt file, then entered in the

program. Insert date you want to search the data. After that the program

will read input from the user and select it if it makes in the Type 0 (years),

type 1 (month-year), or type 2 (date-month-year). Then the program will

display the data corresponding to that sought by the user. The data is the

id, distance, date and time of recording data, and status (obtained from the

requirement if distance> 15). At the end of the table there is a summary of

the data consists of the count of data, counter ON, pump ON, and graphs.

Figure5.17. Graph Hour

All  the data in  text  file  can be figured as the graph above.  The

graph represent data every 10 minutes in a day. It can be seen that at 4

am until  10 am the sensor show that  water pump is continue working,

while  between  11  am  until  11  pm  water  pump  working  only  several

minute/hour. 
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Figure5.18. Graph Data

The graph above shows the distance based on the amount of data

recorded per day. From the graph it can be seen that data number 1 until

14 show that water pump continue working, while between data number

15 until 46 water pump are not too often work, then from data number 47

until 100 water pump continue work again.

Figure5.19. Graph Day
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The graph above shows the counter ON water pump per day in a

month. It  can seen every day the water pump works not always same,

graph above show that on 22 until 23 percentage of working water pump

lower, then on 24 until 28 looks that water pump more often works. 

Figure5.20. Graph Month

This graph above shows the counter ON water pump per month in

a year. It can seen water pump working in November
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